Borowsky's first two points involve the interpretation of specific experimental results, specifically the evidence for an relationship among vibration attraction behavior (VAB), neuromast sensors located within the eye orbit (EO SN) and eye size based on the overlap of quantitative trait loci (QTL) for these traits. Borowsky highlights several additional QTL on linkage groups (LGs) 2 and 17 that could also interact with eye size, including those for traits that are putatively adaptive (condition factor, maxillary teeth), maladaptive (maxillary teeth, weight loss, depth of caudal peduncle), and neutral (melanophore number, suborbital bone width, thoracic rib number). "Thus," Borowsky writes, "there are numerous potential interactions in this region; none of which is individually strongly supported on the sole basis of the proximity of QTL."

Contrary to Borowsky's contention, we did not argue for the existence of an 'exclusive*'* relationship among VAB, EO SN and eye size, only the existence of a 'direct*'* relationship between VAB and EO SN and (possibly) an 'indirect*'* one among these and eye size. We based these conclusions on several lines of evidence. First, we concluded that VAB and EO SN are directly related based on experimental evidence that EO SN ablation reduces VAB \[[@B1]\]. Second, we concluded that both may be indirectly related to eye size given (1) the position of the EO SN within the eye orbit, (2) the correlation of both VAB and EO SN with eye size among the members of our genetic cross (*r* = −0.26 and −0.44, respectively, both *P* \<0.001), and (3) the significant clustering of all four QTL for VAB and EO SN with two of the five QTL for eye size in just two regions of the *Astyanax* genome, a pattern that is unexpected by chance assuming a Poisson distribution of QTL locations (*χ*^*2*^ = 98.2, *df* = 3, *P* = 3.8 × 10^-21^). Although we feel that these results offer strong evidence for our conclusions, their strength and significance may be best understood in comparison to the other QTL that Borowsky has highlighted.

First, we concede that other traits within this region are also genetically correlated with eye size. Several putatively adaptive traits exhibit strong genetic correlations with eye size (condition factor, weight loss and chemical sensing ability; *r* = −0.24, 0.17, and −0.32, respectively; all *P* \<0.01), although many putatively neutral and maladaptive traits do not (suborbital bone width, depth of caudal peduncle, melanophore number and maxillary teeth) \[[@B2]\]. But in either case, these observations constitute neither evidence for nor against the existence of a direct relationship between VAB and EO SN or an indirect one among VAB, EO SN and eye size.

Second, our argument did not rely solely on the existence of overlapping QTL, but also on QTL clustering in a manner that was unlikely to be observed by chance. Importantly, when the overlap among Borowsky's other putatively adaptive QTL is measured in the same manner, the observed overlap of condition factor, weight loss and maxillary teeth with the eye size QTL is not significantly different than expected by chance (*χ*^*2*^ = 2.0, *df* = 2, *P* = 0.359). The clustering of these additional traits does reach statistical significance if considered in terms of the multi-trait model used by Protas *et al*. \[[@B3]\] (*χ*^*2*^ = 13.1, *df* = 4, *P* = 0.0001); however, this model is different from the QTL strategy that we implemented and it implicitly assumes that traits are correlated as a result of pleiotropy or tight linkage \[[@B4]\] - the same conclusion we draw in our study. We acknowledge that the large distance between peaks for the eye and VAB QTL on LG2 may not provide the most convincing evidence for pleiotropy or hitchhiking under the assumption that the responsible mutations reside under the peak of each QTL; however, we only assume that they fall somewhere within the QTL's 95% confidence limits.

Finally, of all the putatively adaptive traits that Borowsky implies could just as easily explain the correlated evolution of traits on LGs 2 and 17, there is only genetic or experimental evidence of adaptation for two: eye size and VAB \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. We estimated that VAB provides a 47% increase in foraging efficiency under laboratory conditions \[[@B5]\]. Assuming that this advantage provides an estimate of the selection coefficient for VAB \[[@B6]\], so long as the selection coefficient of VAB and/or eye size remains substantially larger than the selection coefficients of nearby alleles that determine putatively neutral or even maladaptive traits, then these linked QTL can still be carried to fixation as a result of genetic hitchhiking \[[@B7],[@B8]\].

Borowsky's final two points concern the assumption that indirect selection is necessary to explain the evolution of eye loss among cavefish. Given the numerous tradeoffs between eyes and non-visual sensory systems that have been documented among cave organisms \[[@B9]-[@B11]\], we made this assumption explicit at the outset of our study. But, based on the consistent polarity of numerous eye QTL, Borowsky argues that no such assumption is necessary since the most parsimonious explanation for this observation is direct selection against eyes. Borowsky further argues that eye size must first be reduced in order to promote EO SN expansion and, therefore, VAB. Whether or not direct or indirect selection (or both) is ultimately responsible for cavefish eye-loss is beyond the scope of this reply, but we can address the validity of this assumption and our proposed evolutionary scenario.

We agree that the consistent polarity of cavefish eye QTL constitutes strong genetic evidence for selection against eyes. And although direct selection against eyes may be the simplest explanation for this observation, it is not necessarily the only one. In his paper describing the sign test used to infer the role of selection based on the polarity of QTL, Orr noted that, "rejection of the null hypothesis does not, strictly speaking, allow us to conclude that the analyzed character was the direct target of selection. One can never completely exclude the possibility that the measured character changed as a correlated response to selection (although this seems less plausible for the larger, and sometimes dramatic, character differences often considered in QTL analyses)" \[[@B12]\]. Thus, indirect selection against eyes is not ruled out on the basis of QTL polarity.

As for the plausibility that VAB promotes eye loss before eyes have been completely reduced, we wish to highlight three important points. First, we note that some lab-reared and fully-eyed *Astyanax* surface fish exhibit a weak form of VAB \[[@B5],[@B13]\], suggesting that this trait may be present at low frequencies in natural populations. Second, competition assays between these VAB-positive and VAB-negative surface fish confirm that VAB-positive surface fish out-compete VAB-negative ones and that this advantage disappears under lighted conditions, supporting the foraging advantage of VAB in darkness even among surface fish \[[@B5]\]; furthermore, VAB was abolished when VAB-positive surface fish were treated with lateral line inhibitors, suggesting that surface fish VAB also function through the lateral line system \[[@B5],[@B13]\]. Third, we also found that the number of EO SN is negatively correlated with eye size among eyed F~2~ and F~3~ progeny. These three observations suggest that VAB and EO SN number can increase foraging efficiency even among *Astyanax* eyed populations \[[@B1]\]. Since surface fish with VAB lack EO SN but nonetheless respond weakly to a broad range of vibrations between 5 and 35 Hz \[[@B13]\], the enhanced EO SN and 35 Hz VAB tuning found among cavefish might have evolved following some initial reduction in eye size among VAB-positive surface fish populations that invaded caves \[[@B13]\].

We acknowledge that other factors can and do promote eye loss in *Astyanax*. In Yoshizawa *et al*. \[[@B1]\], we demonstrate that the proposed VAB-EO SN pathway is independent of the pleiotropic SHH-pathway that has already been shown to influence cavefish eye degeneration \[[@B14]\]. Here, we also note that there are cavefish populations that exhibit eye reduction without exhibiting VAB, especially those found in the Molino and Tinaja caves \[[@B5]\]. But these observations do not contradict the conclusions of our study. It is well established that eye-loss has evolved more than once among different *Astyanax* cavefish populations \[[@B15]-[@B20]\], and several lines of evidence suggest that different mutations are responsible for eye-loss among these groups \[[@B17],[@B21]\]. We did not propose that all cases of eye-loss in *Astyanax* are the result of VAB or even that VAB is directly responsible for eye reduction. Rather, we proposed that VAB may have promoted eye-loss due to direct selection on nearby loci for VAB. If the nearby eye QTL are not under direct selection (as Borowsky suggests may be the case for the QTL on LG 17), then eye-loss could have evolved indirectly via pleiotropy or hitchhiking, perhaps following some initial reduction in eye size due to direct selection at several other eye QTL. Alternatively, if both VAB and the nearby eye QTL are under direct selection, then eye reduction and VAB could have evolved together due to the combined fitness of their alleles. Unfortunately, our current results cannot distinguish between these two evolutionary scenarios. In the end, we agree with Borowsky that "the hypothesis may or may not be true, but we will not know until the genes are identified and characterized." And, thanks to the active development of new genomic resources for *Astyanax*, the answer may come sooner rather than later.
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